
NEXT STEP

* Transplant immediately into 5”x5”x5” pots or equivalent using nutrient rich 
{not heavy fertilizer though} well draining soil

* Keep in shaded sun. Do not fully expose to sun. They are sun lovers but 
when more established. Harsh sun will stunt growth at this age. As plants 
gain vigor introduce to periods of full sun favoring the morning and evening. 
By late summer/early fall they should be able to handle full sun

* Keep well watered but avoid constant soddenness. Avoid saturation levels 
below 50%. Your region and conditions will determine how you handle this.

* When roots are well established, 1 to 2 months, transplant to a 15 gallon 
or larger pot or directly into your garden bed. If you have freezing winters 
you will want to bring them inside. Well cared for plants will last well into 
next year.

* They prefer compost to fertilizer but “cool” fertilizer is fine. They will 
not respond well to hot fertilizer. Top dress monthly with compost and a 
compost tea for best results. The soil really does have to be well draining.

PESTS AND DISEASE

* Well cared for plants should not develop disease but over watered plants 
will develop root diseases. Making sure the soil is well draining and 
properly moist is key.

* Cucumber beetles and caterpillars are very interested in your plants.

* If you know you have cucumber beetles in the neighborhood, set up your 
lures away from your garden before you transfer to your garden. There are 
nematodes you can use to fight off the larvae which live in the soil. If they 
are established in your area, get them in the morning when its still cool 
out. They move slowly at this time of day. You can shake them off your plant 
into a bucket of water or onto a zap racket. They can really ruin plants 
quickly and when their reproduction numbers exponentially rise, they are hard 
to control. Get them early.

* There are several moths and butterflies that will lay eggs on your plants 
and you will soon have a caterpillar and that caterpillar will be very 
hungry. Bacillus Thuringiensis is what you want to use. There are OMRI 
approved labels and it is harmless to humans and widely used. A spray a week 
during egg laying periods will keep your plants from being damaged.

* Ants may start farming aphids on your plants. Of course you can physically 
remove them. There are several home remedies from cayenne to soapy water. If 
harvest is several days away I like Crop Control but it will leave a residual 
flavor if you use it and harvest soon after. Sticky tape around the plant can 
keep the ants away as long as it stays sticky.

* Mice, voles, rabbits and deer will wreck your plants in no time. If they 
get used to them they will be very hard to keep away. Its likely the best 
food they have ever had and they remember. Protect and deter. 



FRUITS OF LABOR

* The whole plant is consumable.

* Leaves and stems can be eaten raw, cooked, in a broth or in a tea.

* Flowers are very powerful and can be eaten raw.

* Main stalk makes a great broth. The interior, “the heart”, is wonderful raw 
and can be scooped out and consumed. 

* Roots are best as a tea and are a fantastic remedy for stress and anxiety 
or if you just want a good nights sleep. I haven’t tried to cook them. Maybe 
like a parsnip?

* Nascent leaves are tasty but older leaves are considerably richer. For best 
results allow those leaves to age out, just pick them before they yellow. 
They will let you know. When harvesting the leaf, harvest the stem too. New 
leaves will emerge from the youngest branch like yarrow or fennel.

* Eventually the plant will go into flower. I recommend pulling the whole 
plant before seed development. Don’t let the plant go too long in flower, 
doing so will diminish the nutrient value of the rest of the plant as all 
energy is being transferred into seed development. The nascent flowers are 
delicious.

* For storage wash and air dry plants and store when dry. 

* If you want seeds, just let one of your plants go the distance. Each flower 
head will produce hundreds if not more seeds. You can probably get away with 
getting a flower head of seeds before the whole plant gets depleted. Its a 
shame to pull a plant and see the roots rotted and unusable. Seeds are ready 
when they have drooped and discolored.

* Sow fresh seeds immediately to soil. Stratification and soaking is not 
needed if the seeds are fresh. Keep at 70 degrees with 10 hours or so of 
fluorescent light, well moistened not sodden soil, and you will see starts in 
two weeks.


